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Experimental study of miscible displacement fronts in rough self-affine fractures
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Miscible fluid displacements are studied experimentally in a radial flow between two complementary replica
of a self-affine rough granite fracture surface. The displacement front between a dyed fluid and a transparent
~but otherwise identical! one is followed optically through one face of the cell. The evolution of its geometry
is studied as a function of time, flow-rate, and normal and lateral relative displacements between the two
surfaces. For a purely normal displacement, the front is globally smooth, due to the constant local distance
between surfaces. For a finite lateral displacement, the front is rough due to spatial variations of this distance;
its geometry is fractal and its dimension is directly related to the Hurst exponentH'0.8 of the surface. The
fractal regime is observed only above a lower cut-off scale that depends on the normal spacing of the surfaces
and an upper one that increases with the injected volume and with the amplitude of the lateral displacement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of fluids and dissolved contaminants in fr
tured rocks is of key interest for many practical applicatio
such as soil and water pollution, oil and gas recovery a
waste storage. Flow in fractured rocks is often characteri
by the very broad distribution of the flow velocities and
strong heterogeneities of the flow field. Preferential flo
paths naturally emerge and they influence strongly the ge
etry of the displacement fronts and often invalidate mod
based on effective homogeneous media approaches.

Flow heterogeneities are present both at the scale of
fracture network and at that of the individual fractures. In
network of fractures with a broad distribution of the ape
tures and/or with a low fracture density, fluids flow esse
tially through a small fraction of the fractures and hence o
the latter subset controls solute transport@1–3#.

In the present work, we analyze experimentally flo
through a single fracture. Its geometry is modeled as
aperture between two perfectly matching rough surfa
translated with respect to each other with a controlled nor
and lateral shift. We ignore elastic or plastic deformatio
that may occur in the bulk of the rock and invalidate t
perfect matching hypothesis. As will be shown below, par
lel plane models, assuming smooth flat fracture walls, do
indeed provide an adequate description of flow since t
cannot account for preferential paths which are often
served. The roughness of the walls indeed induces local
erture fluctuations resulting in fluid velocity variation
These channeling effects have been studied both numeri
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and experimentally. In a first type of simulations@4–6#, the
full flow field is computed in the case of a two-dimension
~2D! flow between rough lines representing fracture profil
This allows to analyze the influence of low velocity recess
inside deep grooves but not that of the disorder of a
distribution of local apertures. Adler and co-workers@7# re-
port full 3D numerical simulations of tracer dispersion
rough fractures that demonstrate an increase of disper
due to fracture roughness. Finally, tracer dispersion in fl
between matching self-affine surfaces was analyzed in
lubrication approximation@8# as a function of the relative
displacement of the two surfaces: it was shown that disp
sion increases with the lateral displacement and decre
with the mean normal spacing. Moreover a theoretical ana
sis @9# of this problem taking into account the multiplicity o
scales of self-affine fracture roughness showed that the
placement front should display a self-affine geometry rela
to that of the fracture surface. This result has been obtai
using a perturbative approach from the simple parallel pl
geometry; however, as discussed below this self-affine
ometry for the front may expand to the stage of giving rise
a fractal geometry. This result gives some insight on
‘‘preferential channeling’’ phenomenon, and motivates o
experimental analysis of the front geometry.

On the other hand, laboratory experiments@10–13# using
fracture surface replica or real fractures confirm that surf
roughness has a strong influence on the flow distribution
on the variability of the transport properties. Small scale fi
experiments@14# in a granite quarry have also been reporte
In this latter work, a single subvertical fracture is isolat
between two vertical boreholes. Water is injected throug
third oblique borehole intersecting the fracture. The analy
of the flow rate distribution between several sampling poi
distributed at the surface and in the lateral holes dem
strates the localization of the flow inside very few channe
Such flow heterogeneities in fractures are largely due to
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geometry of the fracture walls that have a broad range
characteristic length scales; the velocity distribution also
pends on the relative displacement of the complemen
fracture surfaces. When these surfaces are just pulled a
perpendicular to their mean plane, the local fracture aper
remains constant~and the flow velocity varies slowly!. On
the contrary, when the two surfaces are displaced later
the local aperture becomes variable, inducing in turn str
spatial inhomogeneities of local flow velocity. This later
displacement mimics fault slip effects that are very comm
in natural fractures.

The objective of the present work is to study the influen
of the relative displacements of such fracture surfaces on
velocity distribution of a fluid flowing between them. Pra
tically, heterogeneities of the velocity distribution can be
ferred from the geometry of the displacement front of
transparent fluid by a miscible, dyed one of same densit
a radial flow configuration. A particularly important issu
concerns the front geometry that may give information
the number of channels and their size. The basic issue he
to study the characteristic scales that may occur in suc
problem. Indeed, it has been frequently observed that
roughness of fracture surfaces is not confined to a nar
range of typical wavelength or asperity shapes. In contr
such surfaces have been shown to obey a statistical s
invariance, known as self-affinity@15,16#. This description
holds both for man made@17,18# and natural fractures
@19,20# and for a broad variety of materials and length sca
@21#. Such surfaces, assumed to be on average parallel t
(x,y) plane, are described here through a single valued fu
tion z5h(x,y). The self-affinity property means that the su
face remains statistically invariant under the scaling trans
mation

h~lx,ly!5lHh~x,y!, ~1.1!

where the equal sign is to be understood in the statist
sense as giving rise to the same expectation value for
observable computed through an average over space.H is the
characteristic roughness exponent called Hurst’s expon
Experimental values ofH are close to 0.860.05 for many
materials such as granite but has been found to be clos
0.5 for sandstone@22#. Many experiments suggest that th
roughness exponent is independent on the direction of
measurement in the mean fracture plane@23,13#.

The observations of displacement fronts and flow ch
nels reported here were performed on model fractures w
one transparent face. The fracture surfaces are complem
tary casts of a same granite fractured surface. The topo
phy of the casts is analyzed and shown to have long ra
correlations. We shall first describe the experimental se
and the procedure used to characterize the surfaces and
lyze quantitatively the geometry of the displacement front
a fluid by another miscible dyed one. We shall then dem
strate that these fronts display a fractal geometry over a fi
range of length scales with a characteristic exponent rel
directly to the self-affine exponent of the surface as expec
from the above mentioned theoretical analysis@9#. We shall
then analyze the dependence of the upper and lower bo
06630
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of the fractal domain on the experimental parameters~nor-
mal and lateral relative displacements of the surfaces, fl
rate, injected volume!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

A. Realization and characterization of experimental
fracture samples

The experimental setup includes first a model fract
made of two complementary casts of a same fractured g
ite block. The granite blocks were of size 25325340 cm3

and obtained from a quarry in Lanhe´lin ~Britanny!. Two fac-
ing notches are carved parallel to the large square face
the middle of two opposite smaller faces. They are then s
mitted to compressions of opposite direction by two sh
edges until a modeI @24# crack is propagated from one notc
to the opposite.

Each surface is molded using a master silicone rub
~Rhone Poulenc RTV 573A). It is used in turn to cast a
transparent epoxy replica~using Araldite 2020A and B) of
the original fracture surface. We obtained with this proc
dure epoxy casts of all the fractured granite surfaces use
the experiments. In order to avoid the influence of the sm
deformations of the epoxy replica during the polymerizati
process~bending and stretching!, the epoxy casts are agai
molded with the silicon rubber in order to obtain perfec
matching surfaces that are the model fractures used in
experiments. Before inserting these surfaces into the exp
mental setup, the topography of the epoxy casts is chara
ized by means of a mechanical profilometer. The rough
terfaces are placed on a (x,y) translation table and translate
by 250 mm between each height measurement. The lo
height is measured by lowering a stylus onto the rough s
face and detecting the contact by a high resolution Renis
sensor. The precision of the height measurement is roug
10 mm. The topography is thus obtained on a square grid
760 lines including 770 points each, with an equal spac
(250 mm) between points and lines. The roughness ex
nent is determined by computing the power spectral den
P( f ) of the height variationsh(x) along each profile and
averaging over a large enough number of profiles~a linear
interpolation of the global variation of height between t
end points of each profile is subtracted out@25#!. For fully
self-affine profiles, the Fourier spectrum scales with the s
tial frequency like

P~ f !} f 2122H. ~2.1!

Power spectra of profiles obtained, as described above
moldings of fractured granite surfaces display indeed
power law behavior over a broad range of wave vectors c
responding to length scales ranging from a few 40 mm do
to 0.75 mm. The corresponding Hurst exponents are

H50.7760.05 ~2.2!

and are the same for the twox andy directions. This implies
that the fracture surface is isotropic from that point of vie
These results confirm previous measurements on fract
granite surfaces@26,13,12#
6-2
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MISCIBLE DISPLACEMENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 066306
B. Experimental setup

The model fracture is located inside a parallelepipe
basin initially filled with a transparent solution~See Fig. 1!:
the flat side of the silicon rubber molding is glued onto t
bottom of the basin that can move vertically with an amp
tude of 12 mm and in both horizontal directions with
amplitude of625 mm. The rubber molding has been cut o
to a circular shape with its center at the injection point. T
allows to obtain an isotropic constant pressure boundary c
dition and to ensure that the outer boundary influences
flow distribution only over a small distance. The transpar
epoxy cast is initially placed with its rough lower side
perfect contact with the mating complementary rubber s
face. The optical index of the epoxy is close enough to t
of the fluid so that the effect of index mismatch at the rou
interface can be neglected. Moreover, the upper side is
and covered with a fluid layer to reduce optical distorti
due to topographic imperfections of its surface~residual
roughness or undulations appearing during the polymer
tion process!.

The epoxy cast is held in a square metal frame: sidew
motion is blocked by ball point devices adjusted when b
surfaces are initially in contact. A propping device is al
adjusted initially to prevent downward displacements of
upper surface. After this initial positioning, the upper fra
ture surface can only move upward from its initial position
which the two surfaces are in contact. Several microme
sensors allow to detect upward motions and check that
amplitude of sideways displacements remain within the
lowed limits ~typically 615 mm). In the preparation stage
the basin and the fracture moldings are first fully satura
with a transparent solution in such a way that no trapp
bubbles remain within the fracture that could affect the flo

The dyed solution is then injected through a small bo
hole at the middle of the upper epoxy cast. The transpa
solution is a mixture of 10% of glycerol, 90% in weight o
water and 0.2 g/l of NaCl. The dyed solution is identic
save for NaCl that is replaced by nigrosine. The densitie
the solutions are measured with a~Altan Paar DMA 35N!
densimeter and found equal tor51.02316231024 g/cm3

at 19.5 °C. Significant distortions of the invasion front geo

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental fluid displacem
measurement setup. The transparent fracture replica is fixed w
the opaque replica can be moved down and horizontally.
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etry are observed when the densities of the injected and
placed solutions are not exactly equal. The two solutio
must, in particular, be kept at the same temperature sin
temperature variation of 2 °C induces a density variation
1023 g/cm3. In order to reduce this effect, the transpare
liquid in the basin and the dyed solution are stored at
same temperature and their densities are checked to be e
before each experiment. For all the experiments repo
here the density difference between the two solutions
lower than 2531024 while their viscosity is 1.288 cP a
20 °C @27#. Separate syringe pumps are used to handle
two fluids and are run simultaneously: a low volume val
allows to switch the injection from one solution to the oth
without stopping the flow. The cell is uniformly illuminate
from above by four halogen lamps placed around the se
Pictures of the dye invasion front are realized by a h
resolution cooled~CCD! video camera placed above the fra
ture and providing 130031030 pixel images with 4096 gra
levels. The corresponding spatial resolution is 250mm in
both directions.

C. Experimental fluid injection and image analysis procedure

A steady radial flow of the transparent fluid is first esta
lished in the model fracture and a reference image of
initial state of the fracture is recorded; then, the injecti
valve is quickly switched to start the injection of dyed flu
and the output of the CCD camera is saved at constant
intervals. Between 10 and 20 images are obtained du
each injection run. After the end of an experiment, the dy
solution is sucked back through the injection hole befor
new injection is begun. Experimental parameters~flow rate,
injection time or relative displacement of the surfaces! may
therefore be changed between two experiments without h
ing to take the setup apart. Figure 2 displays typical sam
images obtained during two such experiments. In spite of
small thickness of the fluid layer~0.5 mm to 1.5 mm! and of
the low dye concentration, the optical density of the dy
fluid is quite high: thus, the boundary between the invad
region and the area remaining fully saturated with transp
ent fluid is clearly visible. In order to reduce the effect
reflectivity variations of the lower surface, each image
divided pixel by pixel by the reference one~obtained before
the invasion has begun!. The resulting gray levels are near
constant in the noninvaded zone that further enhances
contrast with the invaded regions.

The fluid displacement is not fully bidimensional due
the Poiseuille velocity profile between the rough surfac
the dye moves indeed faster midway between these surf
than near both of them. At high flow rates, the front ou
contour is determined by this fast moving fluid. It is howev
well defined since the velocity profile is extremal in this zo
and the thickness of dyed fluid near the front is large eno
to allow for an easy detection. At low flow rates, transve
molecular diffusion homogenizes the tracer distributi
across the aperture. The resulting process corresponds t
well-known Taylor mechanism@28#: it broadens the concen
tration front following a convection diffusion equation cha
acterized by a dispersion coefficient proportional to t
square of the velocity.

t
ile
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AURADOU, HULIN, AND ROUX PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 066306
Experimentally, the front contour is determined by a
nary thresholding procedure. We first compute an histog
of the gray levels in the normalized image where noninva
zones correspond to a sharp peak in gray levels whe
invaded ones are much more broadly distributed. A bin
image is obtained by thresholding the gray levels at a va
equal to the lower value of the noninvaded gray level pe
A manual correction is then performed to eliminate irr
evant isolated ‘‘invaded’’ pixels due to noise outside t
invasion front. The invasion front is finally defined as t
outside ‘‘contour’’ of the binarized and corrected invad
zone. The relevance of this procedure is controlled visu
by superimposing the computed front and the original n
malized image as shown in Fig. 3. This allows to check t
the geometrical features of the front are correctly captu
and that no artificial structures are introduced.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Qualitative dependence of front geometry on experimental
control parameters

Two different model samples, both corresponding to fr
tured granite surfaces, have been tested. We studied th
fluence of the following parameters: injection flow rate, no
mal relative displacementh with respect to the contac
position~representing the average of the local apertures o
the surface!, lateral relative displacementu. In order to ob-

FIG. 2. Compared invasion fronts observed at two different
jection flow ratesQ for same normal (h51 mm) and lateral (u
53.70 mm) displacements between complementary surfaces~a!
Q51.12 ml/min,~b! Q513.5 ml/min,~c! difference between im-
ages~a! and ~b!. The image size is 22317 cm2.
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tain these informations, several series of experimental r
have been performed in which one of these experime
parameters was kept constant and the other ones were va

The first important point, conditioning our further anal
sis, is to study the influence of the flow rate on the fro
geometry. As already pointed above, the concentration
tribution of tracer~here dye! during the injection is deter-
mined by several mechanisms@9#. The most relevant to ou
experiment is geometric dispersion due to the inhomo
neous velocity induced by the spatial distribution of apertu
Molecular diffusion~parallel and transverse to the flow! and
Taylor dispersion due to the local parabolic velocity profi
between the two rough surfaces may also play a part, h
ever they are expected to control, respectively, much slo
or faster flows. Since these mechanisms depend in a diffe
way on the flow velocity, the invasion front geometry will b
determined by the dominant mechanism.

One observes in Figs. 2~a!-~b! that invasion fronts ob-
tained at two different flow rates in a ratio of 1 to 15, b
with an identical injected volume, are practically indisti
guishable. Figure 2~c! displays the difference between th
two images~a! and~b!: its nearly constant gray level prove
that the front geometries are identical within a good pre
sion. This implies that, in this range of flow velocities, ge
metric dispersion is the dominant effect since it is the o
mechanism for which the front geometry is independent
velocity for a fixed injected volume of fluid@spreading due
to Taylor dispersion~high velocities! increases with velocity
and that due to molecular diffusion~low velocities! de-
creases#.

Even in the above range of velocities the parabolic vel
ity profile in the interval between the rough surfaces m
however influence the 3D spatial distribution of the dye.
the lower velocities, its spreading effect is balanced by tra
verse molecular diffusion resulting in Taylor dispersion
estimated to have a small contribution in that case. At hig
velocities, transverse molecular diffusion is too slow to
fluence significantly the dye distribution along its path. The

-

FIG. 3. Superposition of normalized image of injected fluid a
of displacement contour determined by binary thresholding pro
dure.~a! global view of invaded zone.~b! detailed view of a part of
the front. The experimental conditions wereQ53.3 ml/min, h
50.5 mm, andu51.2 mm. The dimension of the pictures is fo
~a! 190 mm3142 mm and for~b! 62 mm362 mm. The two lim-
iting lengths of the fractal domainr m51.5 mm andr M525 mm
are indicated on the views.
6-4
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MISCIBLE DISPLACEMENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 066306
as already pointed above, the front boundary correspond
fast moving fluid half way between the walls~even if slow
moving dye near the walls is left behind!. The outer bound-
ary has thus the same geometry as at lower flow rates w
the front spreads out at the mean velocity~the ratio between
the two is 3/2 at a given flow rate!.

At still higher velocities beyond the range discuss
above, the Reynolds number may be larger than 1 and f
geometry variations due to changes in the flow distribut
may occur. At the other end, at very low velocities~experi-
ments lasting for a day or more! the invaded zone drifts
sideways towards one of the boundaries. This may be du
residual density differences between the two solutions an
the imperfect horizontality of the model.

In conclusion, the front boundary geometry is invaria
over a significant range of flow velocities~Fig. 2!: it is de-
termined in that range essentially by the 2D geometrical
order of the velocity field in the mean fracture plane~either
the average of the local velocity over the interval betwe
the surfaces or the maximum velocity inside it!. Other mea-
surements such as that of transit time distributions would
the contrary be influenced by the 3D distribution of the tra
~in particular by slow moving fluid near the walls!. We con-
centrate in the following our study on the dependence of
front geometry on the relative position of the two surfac
and on the injected volume at flow-rates from 1.12 ml/m
to 13.5 ml/min.

A key parameter controlling the disorder of the flow fie
is the lateral displacementu. Figure 4 compares the shape
the invasion fronts observed for a same normal displacem
h50.5 mm of the surfaces and a same flow-rateQ with zero
and nonzero values ofu. The two geometries are clearl
markedly different: when no lateral shift is introduced, F
4~a!, the contour of the invaded zone is as expected smo
and regular. Fine radial striations perpendicular to the fr
are however observed near the edge. Their origin is not c
pletely known but the most likely explanation is the sm
aperture variations due to the local slope of the surfaces@5#.
While the vertical distance between surfaces is constant
effective aperture for the fluid flow~perpendicular to its
mean velocity! varies. The ratio between the two corr
sponds to the cosine of the angle of the mean velocity w
respect to horizontal.

A second explanation is small roll-like gravitational inst
bilities already observed by other authors@29# in similar ge-
ometries. These are associated with gravitationally unst
stratifications created near the front by the velocity profile
the space between surfaces; their occurrence requires a
zero density contrast between the fluids — a rather unlikely
occurrence in view of our experimental procedure. Obser
deviations of the outer contour from a perfect circular sha
were also to be expected due to unavoidable imperfection
the castings and of the angular alignment of the surface

For the same normal displacementh50.5 mm and a lat-
eral displacementu51.2 mm ~Fig. 4!, the surfaces almos
touch each other and the local distance between them v
significantly from point to point. Fingers appear at very d
ferent scales. This reflects the strong influence of local th
ness variations on the spatial flow distribution and the
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pearance of preferential flow channels of sizable wid
Small light zones are also observed within the dark invad
region: they correspond to points of reduced local thickn
where the flow velocity is very low and dye has to move
and out only through molecular diffusion.

For a smaller lateral displacement (u50.5 mm), but the
same mean apertureh50.5 mm @Fig. 4~c!#, many features
of the invasion front are visible at the same location than
Fig. 4~b! but have a reduced amplitude parallel to the me
flow direction. This implies that velocity contrasts that crea
them are smaller than foru51.2 mm, reflecting the nar
rower distribution of local aperture variations.

Experiments have been also been performed for sev
different mean normal spacingsh and a fixed lateral dis-
placementu. In such cases, the absolute values of the lo
thickness fluctuations remain the same but their relative
ues decrease ash increases. Figure 5 shows the comparis
of images obtained for two such experiments withh, respec-
tively, equal to 1.25 and 1.75 mm. While the largest stru
tures remain at the same location, the interface app
smoother for the largest value ofh and many small geometri
cal features of the front are not visible forh51.75 mm. In
addition, inside the invaded region, one sees fewer light c
ored zones where dye has not penetrated due to a very
local velocity.

B. Expected front geometry

As developed in the introduction, it is important to cha
acterize the channeling of flow in fractures, and the morph

FIG. 4. Compared invasion fronts observed for a same injec
flow rate (Q53.3 ml/min) and a same normal displacementh
50.5 mm) and for zero and nonzero lateral displacementsu be-
tween complementary rough surfaces.~a! u50 mm, ~b! u
51.2 mm, ~c! u50.5 mm. All the pictures have a dimension o
190 mm3160 mm.
6-5
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AURADOU, HULIN, AND ROUX PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 066306
ogy of the tracer front is a direct indication of this pheno
enon. The above presented experimental images show,
qualitative fashion, that the front displays a tortuous geo
etry with multiple characteristic length scales. Moreover
theoretical analysis of this situation in the geometric disp
sion regime~but in a parallel flow geometry! showed@9#
that, starting from a straight geometry, the tracer front wo
progressively develop of self-affine geometry with a roug
ness exponentH f such that

H f5H. ~3.1!

The self-affine geometry description is valid between a low
and an upper cut-off scalel m andl M . The lower scale is of
order the larger distance betweenh or u, whereas the uppe
scale increases with the traveled distance up to the s
where it reaches the system size and saturates. Similarly
amplitude of the front deviation increases with the advect
distance. Although these results are based on a perturb
treatment of the aperture fluctuations, their validity is n
restricted to small front roughness nor even small slop
This is quite unusual since, generally, when a rough fron
surface reaches locally slopes of order unity, novel phys
effects comes into play, and invalidate the small scale
scription. In our case, we may tolerate arbitrarily large slo
of the front as compared to its mean orientation and still tr
the theoretical analysis. A consequence of this is that it m
be convenient to characterize the self-affinity of the fro
using tools developed for the determination of fractal dim
sions.

It must be remembered that the fractal dimension o
self-affine function is not uniquely defined. The result d
pends on the method used and on the range of scales co
ered. It is convenient to introduce the ‘‘topothesy’’ or th
scale at which the slope of the function is of order uni
Above the topothesy, the fractal dimension is trivially equ
to the topological dimension, i.e. 1 for a front, 2 for a su
face. At smaller length scales, the dimension can ass
nontrivial values. In particular for the box-counting metho

FIG. 5. Compared invasion fronts observed for a same injec
flow rate (Q56.45 ml/min) and a same lateral displacementu
52 mm) but with different mean normal displacements betwe
the two surfaces.~a! h51.75 mm ~b! h51.25 mm. The images
have the same size 190 mm3150 mm and the area covered by th
dyed fluid is the same in both pictures.
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the dimension is found to beD5d2H whered is the em-
bedding space dimension. Because of the fact that the
pothesy is generally smaller or equal to the lower cuto
such methods generally do not constitute a practical way
measuring the self-affine exponent, and other methods~such
as the power spectrum! are more appropriate. In our cas
this approach should be convenient since the fronts disp
structures of sizable length parallel to the flow. The expec
fractal dimension of the front should beD522H f522H
'1.2.

The main difference between the theoretical modeling a
the experiment presented in this paper is the parallel fl
geometry in the former case, compared to the radial flow
the latter. Radial flow implies a systematic decrease of
fluid velocity as a function of the distance from the injectio
point. However, this effect is expected to have no ma
consequence since, in the geometric dispersion regime,
the injected volume matters and not the absolute veloc
The lower cutoff should remain unaffected. The Hurst exp
nent of the self-affine regime should still hold at small scal
A systematic curvature of the front is also expected a la
scales~due to the circular shape of the front on averag!.
This may introduce an upper cutoff proportional to the rad
of the front. However, the upper cutoff of the parallel flo
regime should also be present and still scale as the dist
traveled by the front, or again as the radius itself. Therefo
we do expect that the upper scale should vary as the sq
root of the injected volume~or time! irrespective of the lim-
iting phenomenon.

C. Quantitative analysis of the fractal external front geometry

Following this theoretical expectation, we shall analy
now whether experimental invasion front geometries can
considered as fractal and over which range of length sca
The average mass method has been selected@15# to identify
the fractal characteristics of these fronts and their dep
dence on the experimental control parameters. A few te
have been performed on the same set of images using
box counting technique: they gave results very similar
those of the average mass approach and will not be prese
here.

Let us label by an indexi pixels located on the externa
contour of the front. The number of such pixelsNi(r ) lo-
cated at a distance smaller thanr from an origin sitei ~be-
longing to the front! is first computed. The average ofNi(r )
over all sitesi provides^N(r )& that is displayed in Fig. 6~a!
using a log-log scale. For a fractal contour,N(r ) should
increase withr following a power law,N(r )}r D where 1
<D<2 is the fractal dimension. (D51 would correspond to
a smooth Euclidian line andD52 to a tortuous contour fill-
ing completely the plane!.

One observes in Fig. 6~a! that a single straight line canno
account forN(r ) variations at allr values. The center part o
the curve can be fitted with a straight line of slope 1.26 wh
a slope 1 provides a better fit on both sides of that range~the
large deviations on the right correspond to distances of
order of magnitude of the global size of the invaded zone!. In
order to observe more clearly the different domains,

n

n
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MISCIBLE DISPLACEMENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 066306
variation ofN(r )r 2D is plotted in Fig. 6~b! as a function of
r for D51.26. A fractal curve of dimensionD would give
indeed a straight horizontal line at all length scales so
this type of plot will be used systematically in the followin
As expected, the curve is horizontal in the center part co
sponding to the fractal domain and deviations are obser
on both sides whereN(r ) varies roughly linearly withr. We
conclude that the outer contour of the invasion front is frac
and~in the present case! of dimensionD51.26 between two
limiting length scalesr m and r M , respectively, of the orde
of 1.5 mm and 25 mm. These two values correspond qu
tatively well to the typical size of the smallest and large
features visible in the front shown in Fig. 3~b!. At smaller
and larger distances, the front behaves as an Euclidian c
of characteristic dimension 1. However, it was not possi
to subtract out this large scale global Euclidian shape in
der to map the front onto a linear profile. The global shap
not circular because of the anisotropy induced by the
placement~ @8#! and could not be modeled as a simple g
ometry.

The fractal analysis of the front appears therefore as
appropriate tool to characterize the invasion front; howev
some parts of the front displayed in Fig. 3 differ visua
from others. This appears clearly when one compares
bottom part of the front that displays well developed stru
tures and its right part that seems smoother. To see if
fractal dimension characterize the whole structure of
front or only a part of it, we computed the fractal dimensi

FIG. 6. ~a! Average variation of the numberN(r ) of pixels
located on the invasion front shown in Fig. 3 within a distancer ~in
mm! of an origin pixel on the front. The dotted line~slope 1.26)
represents a variation ofN(r ) proportional tor 1.26 representing the
expected dependence ofN(r ) on r for a fractal front of dimension
D51.26. ~b! Variation with the distancer of N(r )r 2D with D
51.26 for the same experiment as in Fig. 6~a!.
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of different parts of the fronts. As example, the front show
in Fig. 3~a! was cut in four sections of equal size correspon
ing, respectively, to the top, the right, the bottom, and the
parts of the front. The fractal dimension of the bottom a
left parts were found to be 1.26 as measured when the e
front is considered. The dimension of the two other pa
were only sightly different: 1.29 for the top part and 1.23 f
the left part. Moreover, the lower cutoffr m of the fractal
domain was the same for all four sections. On the other ha
the two sections differed markedly through the value of
upper limiting lengthr M of the fractal domain:r M reflects
the maximum size of the structures and is greater in the
of the front than at its left . This result indicates that t
fractal dimension characterizes the entire multiscale struc
of the front. The same result is also obtained on other exp
ments and the deviation of local dimension values is of or
60.03.

Although these results agree nicely with theoretical e
pectations, they must be regarded with caution since
width of the fractal regime corresponds only to a range
length scales of about one decade. Therefore, in orde
establish more firmly this result, we have tested the robu
ness of the value ofD as a function of the injected volum
~or of time since the flow rate is constant! and for different
values of the parametersu andh. Moreover, in all this part of
the study, quantitative analysis is performed only on invas
fronts for which less than two-thirds of the model surface
filled with the invading fluid. This allows to avoid further th
influence of the constant pressure outer boundary that is
ready limited to a minimum by its circular shape.

1. Dependence on the injected volume

For a fixed relative displacement (h and u) between the
two rough walls, we studied the dependence of the fra
regime on the injected volume. As can be seen in Fig
corresponding to injection times ranging between 30 and
s, the fractal dimensionD remains constant within60.02
during the injection. In this experiment, the best fit at inte
mediate distances was obtained forD51.24~the same value
was used for all curves!. In the set of curves of Fig. 7, the

FIG. 7. Variation as a function of distancer ~in mm! of
N(r )r 2D with D51.24 at different injection times during a sam
experiment performed at a flow rateQ56.45 ml/min for a fixed
relative position of the two fracture surfacesu52 mm and for a
fixed mean normal spacingh51.25 mm. (L)t5180 s; (1)t
5130 s; (s)t580 s; (h)t555 s; (n)t530 s.
6-7
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AURADOU, HULIN, AND ROUX PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 066306
lower boundaryr m of the fractal domain remains close to 2
mm at injection times of 60 s and above; its value is howe
higher at the beginning of the experiment (r m54 mm for
t530 s). On the contrary, the upper boundaryr M increases
markedly and continuously as predicted between 30 s
180 s~by a factor of order 2). This variation is as expect
of the same order of magnitude as that of the global size
the invaded zone: the latter increases roughly as the sq
root of time ~corresponding to a factor of orderA6 in the
present case!.

2. Dependence on the lateral shift

Figure 8 displays normalized curves similar to those
Fig. 6~b! corresponding to a same flow-rate and a same
jection time but to different lateral displacementsu ranging
from 0.25 to 1.2 mm. The vertical translationh50.5 mm
between the surfaces is kept constant. The valueD51.25
that provides the best global adjustment at allu values has
been used for all curves in this graph. Three of the cur
display indeed clearly horizontal sections corresponding
the fractal domain. Only the curve obtained foru
50.25 mm has a small downwards slope in the fractal
gion; this part of the curve becomes horizontal when o
uses instead the valueD51.22 that is only slightly lower
than the valueD51.25 used for all other curves. This co
firms again that the fractal dimensionD does not depend on
u. The lower limitr m of this domain is always of order 2 mm
and does not depend on the displacementu. It appears there-
fore to be controlled by the mean distanceh between frac-
tures that is of the same order of magnitude. The upper l
r M of the fractal range, on the contrary, increases roughly
the square root of the displacementu.

3. Dependence on the mean aperture

Experiments where the normal relative displacement
the surfaces is varied while the lateral shift is kept const
were also performed. In this case, absolute fluctuations of
local aperture remain constant while their relative valu
with respect to the mean apertureh decrease ash increases.

FIG. 8. Variation with the distancer ~in mm! of N(r )r 2D with
D51.25 for a series of experiments performed at a same flow
Q53.3 ml/min and for a same mean normal spacing perpendic
to the fracture plane (h50.5 mm) but for different amplitudes o
the lateral displacement (s)u50.25 mm; (h)u50.5 mm;
(L)u50.75 mm; (n)u51.2 mm.
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Figure 9 displaysN(r ) variations obtained in a same fractu
for various h values and for a lateral displacementu
52 mm and an injection flow rate that are both consta
Furthermore, the mean distance between the fronts and
injection point is the same for the three fronts studied and
valueD51.25 has been used for all curves. A clear const
part is only visible on the curve corresponding toh
51.25 mm. Forh51.5 mm andh51.75 mm an horizon-
tal section at intermediate length scales is only obtain
respectively, forD51.18 andD51.1. Moreover, the width
of these sections decreases whenh increases, both becaus
r m increases andr M decreases (r M'20 mm and r m
'2.5 mm for h51.25 mm while r M'14 mm and r m
'3 mm for h51.5 mm). These results reflect the fact th
the front appears smoother and smoother whenh increases as
can be seen on the pictures of Fig. 5. Since the valueD
51.1 for h51.5 mm is in addition very close to 1, a fract
description of the front is not therefore adequate for t
experiment (h51.25 mm represents then a transition cas!.
The theoretical expectation is that larger apertures sho
still produce a similar scaling as small ones. However,
amplitude of the front roughness is expected to be redu
for a similar amount of injected fluid, and thus larger vo
umes are required to develop fully a fractal geometry.

D. Discussion of the results

A first important result of the previous analysis is th
existence of a domain of length scales over which the fr
geometry can be considered as fractal. Various experim
performed with moldings of several granite samples indic
that the corresponding fractal dimension isD51.2360.05.
Moreover, thisD value does not depend on the relative p
sition of the two surfaces, on the injection time and on t
flow rate~provided inertial or gravitational effects are neg
gible!. This value ofD is also in agreement with theoretica
and numerical studies@9,8# predicting thatD522H for
such processes in self-affine structures of characteristic
ponentH. The corresponding valueH50.7760.05 is indeed

te
ar

FIG. 9. Variation with the distancer ~in mm! of the ratio
N(r )r 21.25 for a series of experiments performed at a same fl
rate Q56.45 ml/min and for a same lateral displacementu
52 mm. The mean normal spacing perpendicular to the frac
plane ish51.25 mm, 1.5 mm andh51.75 mm, respectively, for
(s), (h), and (L). In the three cases, the mean distance betw
the front and the injection point is 67 mm.
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in agreement with the value found experimentally for o
surfaces through direct profilometry measurements.

The lower limitr m of the fractal domain varies little eithe
with the lateral displacement or the injection time. It rep
sents a lower cut-off length, reflecting the fact that geome
cal features of the front markedly smaller than the local sp
ing are likely to be blurred out. The fractal characteristics
the front also disappear when the mean separation of
surfaces is not small any more compared to the aperture
tuation~then, the apparent fractal dimension of the front d
creases to 1!. On the other hand, the upper cutoff of th
fractal regimer M increases significantly with the global fron
size and the lateral shiftu. As could be expected, the widt
of the fractal domain vanishes out when the surfaces are
pulled apartu50 ~in this latter case, a smooth front is ob
served with only small scale irregularities!.

IV. CONCLUSION

Experiments presented in this paper have demonstrat
possible relation between the multiple scale geometry of
invasion front between complementary rough fracture s
faces and the self-affine exponent of the surfaces. This f
geometry reflects the disorder of the velocity field in t
space between surfaces: it appears when the surfaces ar
placed laterally from their contact position and when th
mean spacing is not too large compared to the amplitud
the aperture fluctuations. When these conditions are me
front is fractal over a range of length scales that gets broa
as the injection time and the lateral shift increase. Moreo
the same valueD51.2360.05 of the fractal dimension is
found for a large range of relative displacements and injec
volumes: it appears to be directly related to the character
Hurst exponentH50.7760.05 of the self-affine geometry o
the surfaces byH522D.

A key point is the robustness of these values with resp
to variations of the experimental parameters: it results in p
from the fact that only the outer boundary of the invasi
front is analyzed. It is determined by the maximum veloc
half-way between the surfaces and is not influenced by
parabolic velocity profile between them. On the other ha
this profile will induce Taylor dispersion due to the low
velocity of the injected fluids near solid surfaces. Such
effects will in turn influence other measurements such as
of the transit time distribution of fluid particles. Such me
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surements will therefore provide additional information
the flow distribution between the surfaces: they should ho
ever be realized in a parallel flow geometry~instead of the
radial one used here! to avoid the effect of velocity variations
with distance from the injection point. Using parallel flo
will, in addition, allow using alternative methods to analy
the outer front geometry~e.g., tools adapted to self-affin
curves!. More information may also be obtained by replaci
Newtonian fluids used in the present work by shear-thinn
ones in order to enhance velocity contrasts between slow
fast flow regions: this should, in turn, enhance the frac
character of the front geometry.

Another important issue is the anisotropy of the shape
the invaded zone observed on some samples. This cont
with the lack of dependence of average power spectra
surface profiles on their orientation. This anisotropy may
pend both on the direction of the lateral displacement and
its orientation with respect to that of the fracture propag
tion. Such experiments may therefore represent a fruitful
proach to detect and analyze anisotropies of fracture surf
remaining un-noticed through conventional profilome
techniques.

Throughout this work we have assumed that the cha
teristics of the fracture surfaces were known and studied h
the front geometry was related to them. Conversely,
knowledge of the invasion front geometry and of its depe
dence on the relative displacements of the fracture surfa
might provide useful informations both on the flow distrib
tion between these surfaces and on their geometry.
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